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I. Introduction:
The purpose of this paper is to provide an outline of current status and recent developments in politico-administrative relations at the local level in Kazakstan.
As one of post-Soviet states, nowadays Kazakstan is still in transition from authoritarian political and administrative system to more decentralized one. In this regard, this Central Asian country is featured by the following factors:
	Lack of modern statehood experience as an independent state

Large territory (2.7 mln sq.km) versus relatively small population (about 15 mln)
Multiethnic composition (approximately 60% Kazaks, 30% Russians, and the rest is Ukrainians, Germans, Koreans, Tatars, Uygurs, etc.)
Unitary character of the state
Authoritarian and centralist legacy related to public policy-making and political and administrative relations between central and local governments as well as respective political culture and attitudes
Particular geopolitical situation at the crossroads of strategic interests of major powers such as US. Russia, and China
International donor support for decentralizing initiatives.
These factors are apparently influencing an approach and dynamics chosen by the central government in tackling the decentralization issue. 
Specifically, Kazak central authorities have opted for gradual and cautious approach in their transfer of power to regional and local level governments. Under the Constitution of Kazakstan, the national/ local government system is based on principles that centralize authority and allow very limited local decision-making. This is clearly formulated in the article 87(1), which states the following: ‘Local executive bodies shall be a part of a unified system of the executive bodies of the Republic of Kazakstan and assure conduct of the general state policy of the executive power in conjunction with the interests and development needs of the respective territory’ [1].
On the other hand, in current phase of public power system development in Kazakstan, its legislative branch, as a legacy of authoritarian system, is still in its formative phase. In fact, this country is characterized by very strong Presidential power, which dominates in practically all public policy-making areas. The President appoints the Prime-Minister and approves of its cabinet members. In turn, the central administration is a major public policy player in all major policy areas. The Parliament is still in minor player position vis-à-vis the President who can override the decisions of the Parliament.
The mentioned gradualism in decentralization moves is also illustrated by  actual balance of power between local executive and representative branches of power at all territorial levels, which is similar to that at the national level. Specifically, Maslikhats, newly formed representative local government bodies (local Councils) encounter serious constraints on the way to affirm their local policy-making authority vis-à-vis respective executive power branch embodied by Akimats, heads of which (oblast-level Akims) are political appointees of the President or (at lower levels) of respective oblast Akim. 
Indeed, Akimats are in charge of developing and running local socio-economic development programs, formulating and implementing municipal budgets, determining the governance structure of municipality, and working out most local policies and regulations.
In this regard, most Maslikhats still play rather consultative and sign-and-approve role. Though they are legally defined as bodies expressing the will of their communities, in practice, they are empowered only to consider and accept (or not accept) Akimats’ plans and implementation reports regarding local budget and development programs. As to their own initiatives, which require funding beyond predetermined local budget limits, these are subject to approval by an Akim.
This means that Maslikhats lack adequate extent of authority so as to perform truly local policy-making function. This shortage of statutory power is exacerbated by local political culture and attitudes, featured by the following:
	traditionalist view of the secondary position of representative bodies vis-à-vis executive ones, 

reluctance to confront local administrative bodies headed by akims, who represent the center and, though formally accountable to Maslikhats, can be dismissed only by the President.  
wide-spread paternalist expectations in respect to relationships with the Center, which plays critical income-redistributing role concerning provision of required resources and budgetary revenues to most oblasts of Kazakstan  
weak civil society elements, which is demonstrated by insufficient constituency base of Maslikhat deputies and lack of required elected leaders’ skills.
Thus, one can summarize that local politico-administrative relations in Kazakstan are currently characterized by the power balance, which is largely predominant in favor of its executive branch. 

II. Overview of local administrative structure of the state
Administrative division of Kazakstan comprises several territorial levels of governance, which are as follows (in descending order): oblast-city-rayon-town/rural district/village. Currently, the country consists of 14 oblasts as major administrative-territorial units (previously this number was 19). Under the Law on Administrative-territorial Structure of Kazakstan adopted in 1993, the President has major prerogatives on creating/ abolishing oblasts, making changes in boundaries of oblasts and major cities, establishing/ transferring oblast centers, changing status of cities/ towns, and their renaming. He makes decisions upon reviewing respective proposals of the Central Government, which develops them. As this Law stipulates, local executive and representative bodies by means of a joint decision submit their proposals concerning the change of status and boundaries of municipalities to the Central Government [2]. 
As mentioned earlier, the Constitution envisages an unified and centralized system of administration throughout the country, which ensures the supremacy of power of the center over regions. In turn, this centralism combined with overwhelming predominance of power of the President and the central administration leads to similarly prevailing role of executive branch (Akim/Akimat) over representative one (Maslikhat) at practically all territorial levels. Thus, in this regard, the balance of power is symmetric and reproduced from the top down. 
Under the Constitution and the new Law on Local State Government adopted in 2001, each head of oblast administration (oblast Akim) is an appointee and therefore an agent of the central government (Prime-Minister) and the President. Indeed, according to the Constitution article 87 ‘A local executive body shall be headed by an Akim of the respective administrative-territorial unit who is a representative of the President and the Government of the Republic’. In this respect, oblast Akims ultimately report to the President and thus have limited accountability to respective oblast Maslikhats or the population. 
Oblast Akim selects his deputies who, under the new Law, are subject to approval by respective Maslikhat. They represent a senior management team of oblast executive body and in combination with professional municipal service workers they constitute an oblast Akimat (also called Akim’s apparatus). 
Oblast Akim is authorized and responsible for executing nation-wide policies on the ground. He also has the prerogative to coordinate activities of local affiliates of central government agencies and lower level akims. As to oblast Akimat, this is a major actor in developing and implementing local socio-economic development plans and budgeting under Akim’s general direction as well as in managing the oblast municipal property. In difference to Akim, Akimat is accountable to respective Maslikhat.
This distribution of power and responsibilities between the above branches is similar at the city and rayon levels. Based on the new Law, article 32, city and rayon level akims are ‘either appointed or elected and dismissed according to the ruling defined by the President’ [3]. In reality and under Civil Service provisions, most Akims of this level are appointees of respective oblast Akim and their candidacies should be concerted with the President (or his Head of Apparatus) and the Prime-Minister. As to their accountability, all of them report to respective oblast Akim, central government, and the President and thus have limited accountability to respective Maslikhats. However, again, candidates for senior managerial positions in rayon/city Akimat should now also be approved by respective Maslikhat.   
Town, rural district, and village as well as city district Akims act as public officials on behalf of respective rayon/city Akimats. They are responsible for providing some basic public services in addition to those delegated to them by upper level Akims. This layer of Akims in their work can also be supported by respective Akimats. Again, they are formally subject to appointment or election based on President’s decision. Practically, all of them are appointed by respective oblast Akims.
 
III. Position of civil service vis-à-vis politics  in the local government
Legal base of the civil service in Kazakstan is provided by the Law on Civil Service, which defines the status, classification of positions, respective rights and responsibilities of civil servants, recruitment provisions, regulations related to career advancement, remuneration, benefits, and termination.
The particular feature of the Kazak civil service is its division of all servants into so-called political and administrative types. Under this major distinction, all level Akims and their deputies (except deputies of rayon and lower levels) are defined as political civil servants. As chapter 1 of the above Law states, this type is the one ‘whose appointment/election, dismissal, and work is of policy-determining character and who is responsible for accomplishing political goals and tasks’ [4].
As to another, more conventional type of civil servant (administrative civil servant), at the local level it embraces all other positions in local executive branches as well as those in apparatus of maslikhats and courts. In classification of administrative positions by categories, most of these local civil servants fall into D/E groups of categories.
Administrative civil servant is defined as one ‘performing its job duties on the permanent professional basis in a state power body’ (public agency) [4].
Thus, in local legal framework, Akims take part in the Kazak civil service. Another part is represented by the professional staff of Akimats and apparatus of Maslikhats and courts.
As pointed out earlier, Akims appoint their deputies who however, under new legal provisions, are subject to approval by respective Maslikhats. Besides, in oblast case, Deputy Akims’ candidacies should be also concerted by the President (or Head of the President’s Apparatus and the Prime-Minister). Akim Deputies are authorized to supervise Akimat’s work in different policy areas.
Other senior Akimat officials such as heads of Akimat functional departments are administrative civil servants and therefore work on a professional basis. In their work, they report both to Akim and Maslikhat. This dual pressure situation should, in theory, motivate them for choosing rather neutral competency position in developing local socio-economic development programs and budget. However, in practice they are often forced to follow policy priorities of their political superior, which is Akim. This prevailing influence of Akim’s guidelines, which, in turn, are based on the Central Government’s priorities, is still a major factor in developing and implementing local policies and budgets.
Thus, from a legal viewpoint defined by the Law on Civil Service, Akims being a part (political) of the civil service can be characterized as major actors in local politics. The conventional type of local civil servants (administrative one) is supposed to act as ‘impassionate implementors’ of local policies and plans developed under direction of Akim and agreed upon by Maslikhat.

IV. Formal relations between elected municipal politicians and appointed officials
The Constitution provides some basic groundwork for establishing the status of Maslikhats vis-à-vis that of Akims. In this respect, the article 86 says that ‘Local representative bodies (Maslikhats) shall express the will of the population of respective administrative-territorial units… and with regard to the common public interests shall determine the needed steps and control their implementation’ [1]. 
The major legal framework for relationships between local representative and executive bodies is established by the Law on Local State Government. It stipulates all their major prerogatives and responsibilities and it also enunciates how both branches should interact in order to accomplish common public policy tasks. However, it leaves room for ambiguities regarding extent of Maslikhat power in specific policy areas and procedural issues.
As mentioned earlier, Maslikhat is authorized to review and approve/disapprove Akimat’s plans, local socio-economic programs, budget and its execution reports as well as the proposed governance structure for an administrative-territorial unit.
One of major characteristics of formal relations between the two local branches of power, as indicated previously, is a limited accountability of Akim to Maslikhat in view of his status of representative and political appointee of the central government. However, under the above Law, upon ‘disapproval of Akimat’s reports on implementation of plans, economic and social development plans, and local budget twice’, Maslikhat may launch an ‘impeachment’ process. Specifically, as article 24 states,  ‘Maslikhat has the right to express distrust to the Akim by two-thirds of total votes and request that the President of the Republic or a higher standing Akim replace their Akim’ [3]. In this case, the final decision will be at discretion of the head of state.
On the other hand, the same Law stipulates the possibility to dissolve the Maslikhat in view of ‘an unsolved dispute’ between the two local bodies. This process can be initiated by the Attorney-General and decided upon by the Senate of Parliament.
In addition, as pointed out before, Akim is entitled to the veto power over ‘drafts of decisions of Maslikhat that envision a reduction of local budgetary revenues or an increase of local expenditures’ [1]. 
The Law does not clarify an ambiguity related to the sources of funding for Maslikhat’s activities. In reality, its reliance on the local budget managed by Akimats makes Maslikhats financially dependent and can thus significantly weaken their independence. Another indicator of potential restraints is limitations put on the size of Maslikhat’s apparatus, which is currently determined based on 7:1 ratio, which means that support staff size may not exceed 1/7 of the total number of local Maslikhat deputies (previously this ratio was even 10:1). Taking into account predetermined size of different-level Maslikhats (oblast –50, city –30, rayon –15), one can imagine how the above ratio may limit the actual capacity of Maslikhats in institutional and operational aspects.
Another sensitive issue is a vulnerable actual status of Maslikhat deputies who perform their public duties on a part-time and non-payable basis, which limits their ability to concentrate required efforts. Most of them have permanent jobs elsewhere including positions in local public sector. In this case, they are not hedged against possible influence of Akim/Akimat. Thus, independence and solid personal status of Maslikhat deputies also remains one of problematic issues.
However, the new Law has somehow contributed to an augmented statutory power of Maslikhats through providing them with the prerogative to approve candidacies for executive team of respective Akim i.e. those of Deputy Akims, which would be responsible to direct and coordinate Akimat’s work in different policy areas.
Overall, despite some positive changes in comparative legal standing of local representative bodies, current legal framework has still not furnished solid foundations for drastic improvement of authority of Maslikhats vis-à-vis that of Akims.

V. Political Culture and Attitudes 
The paper introduction has provided an overview of the general context within which the current decentralization process occurs. In this respect, the authoritarian Soviet legacy and lack of modern democratic governance experience has still a strong impact on real-life behavior and attitudes of local power actors.
Besides, Kazakstan is characterized by many local scholars as a ‘super-presidential power’ state, which means enormous and decisive amount of power concentrated in hands of the head of state. His supremacy in statutory authority and real influence has been demonstrated, for instance, by two consecutive dissolutions (termination of prerogatives) of the Parliament since 1991. This may have contributed to strengthening particular local political attitudes one of which can be featured as a sense of unquestionable power of the President perceived as the final decision-maker on all public policy issues including decentralization and local government status.
The new Law on Local State Government had been drafted and recalled 5 times by the Central Government for a few years until it was finally adopted in early 2001. This delay in establishing new legal base for local governments may can demonstrate lack of required pressure and lobbying by the local political actors, including Maslikhats, to enhance their legal status. Besides, the adopted draft Law is assessed as rather conservative as it does not comprise more far-reaching ideas of other alternative versions, which envisioned higher Maslikhat standing.
Thus, local political culture could be characterized by the following features:
	Akim represents and symbolizes the power of the Center and the President perceived as key actors to decide upon major policy issues. This leads to preference by Maslikhats to avoid potential conflicts with Akims who, besides, could be dismissed only by the President. This could explain the fact that no single case of ‘expressing distrust’ to any Akim has been known so far.

Fledgling civil society foundation illustrated by prevailing inertia among general public and lack of civic activities and citizen participation in local policy-making are another factor to explain inadequate political role and image of most Maslikhats.
This does not mean that all Maslikhats are ‘pocket’ ones, i.e. they are easily manipulated by local executive power and they prefer to approve everything proposed or reported by respective Akims. Extent of will of specific Maslikhat to affirm its own positions/interests may depend on different factors such as territorial level, location of region/oblast, experience and leadership skills of its deputies and the chairman/secretary as well as activity of local interest groups and NGOs.
One could indicate a trend of more active, self-affirming, and professional behavior of Maslikhats in large cities (Almaty, Astana, Pavlodar, Karaganda, etc.). This also apply to ‘pilot oblasts’ of international organizations, such as Pavlodar oblast, which is currently one of ICMA (International City Management Association, an American NGO) pilot oblasts in its work under the Local Government Initiative project in Kazakstan.
On the other hand, as Maslikhat deputies gain more experience and learn to exercise their potential power, they start to change respective attitudes and behavior. This process seems to be reinforced by new knowledge and skills obtained through different trainings provided by international institutions and NGOs like ICMA.
In this respect, interviews with some Maslikhat deputies have highlighted an importance of adequate training for local elected officials so as to help build on their leadership capacity. Those having undertaken ICMA training (under Role of Maslikhat Deputies and Elected Leadership modules) have indicated their increased respective expertise and an ability to conduct an effective intercourse with Akims/Akimats. 

VI. The policy process in practice
The real-life policy process at local government level in Kazakstan deserves special studies as this area has not been in the focus of scholarly interest so far.
However, one should underline the following distinguishing factors, which pre-condition most possible scenarios of local policy process:
	the described legal status of local executive and representative power branches

the predominant power of the Center over the way local governments operate.
Specifically, Akim/Akimat is expected to lead the whole policy-making process:
	to formulate local policy priorities, 

initiate and develop important socio-economic programs to be funded by the local budget
work out and present respective local draft budget
elaborate work plans on implementing local development projects.
Legally, Maslikhat standing commissions are not prevented from offering their own proposals related to local policy issues. However, as said previously, lack of required funding and respective veto power of Akim is often a major roadblock to these initiatives. On the other hand, Maslikhat is empowered to review and approve/disapprove plans and draft budget proposed by Akim.
Thus, prevailing role of Akim and ultimately the Center in budgetary issues remains one of most serious obstacles to enhancing the input of Maslikhat to the policy process. Indeed, most oblasts suffer from shortage of budget revenues and depend on  central transfers. In turn, rayon/city/town/rural district/ village budgets are subject to approval by oblast Akimats and also rely on oblast transfers (subventions).
Overall, the budgetary power of the Central government and its political appointees (Akims) has heavy impact on the division of roles between Akim/Akimat and Maslikhat in the policy-making process. No wonder that Akimats are almost always successful in putting through their agendas, priorities, plans, and draft budgets.
Nevertheless, interviews with Malsikhat deputies of some more advanced municipalities reveal growing role and political weight of their Maslikhats, which engage in active and regular intercourse with Akims/Akimats on important policy issues. In these local governments, the policy process is increasingly based on frequent review of Akimat’s work by Maslikhat commissions and respective discussions with Akimat officials, who report on their work progress and outstanding issues to address.
In this respect, one can expect the gradual rise in capacity and respective contribution of local representative bodies to the local policy process. Similarly to political culture and attitudes evolution, the dynamics of this process will also depend on different factors among which training by international agencies  plays a substantial role.

VII. Typology of the local regime
Dimension A (elected v. professional executive)
In Kazakstan case, this aspect is featured by Akim who is the appointed execituve. Being political appointee of the Center or higher standing Akim, he plays the role of local chief executive. In this sense, neither of 3 main traditional types of local executive power resemble the Kazak local executive.
Dimension B (individual leaders v. bodies in executive power).
In Kazak local government, this dimension is represented by Akim and his ‘executive committee’ consisting of Deputy Akims who are chosen by Akim and should be approved by Maslikhat. Though this executive committee formally reports to Maslikhat, its decisions are largely independent. From this viewpoint, local executive power is featured by enhanced operational ability at the expense of democratic decision-making.
Dimension C (central v. local regulation)
Obviously, at current formative stage of local governments in Kazakstan, the legal framework is set up and politico-administrative relations are regulated mostly by the Center. Namely, this are the Constitution, the Law on Local State Government, and the Law on Civil Service as well as respective Presidential decrees.
Dimension D (homogenous v. diversified system)
No doubt, the unitary character of the state and predominant power of the Center over localities have predetermined the homogenous (unified) system of local governments throughout the country. 
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